Summary

The Back-end Integrations Engineer is a low code/no code expert responsible for integrating disparate systems using automation platforms and other common code solutions. The selected candidate will join the architecture and product teams and maintain, build, and conceptualize internal automation and workflows servicing multiple business units within the organization. The candidate will have the opportunity to help define and shape the flow of information to fit within a larger architecture vision.

The ideal candidate is one with excellent communication and organizational skills and can conduct independent research to design and propose solutions.

General Role Responsibilities:

Maintain Back-end Automation
- Stay updated on industry trends and knowledgeable about the technical stack, including our current core integration components, and future additions
- Fix bugs and maintain the existing integrations as problems arise
- Enhance workflows and automation to eliminate errors and complexity
- Be informed on upgrades to avoid issues with updates and component changes

Communication
- Communicate thoroughly with team members and stakeholders to keep them informed on progress and problems
- Build and maintain reports

Future Vision Work
- Learn and propose new tools as they become appropriate to the integrations stack
- Discover new logic and workflows to solve problems and build adequate solutions
• Work with an architecture team to ensure the solutions work towards and are consistent with a larger vision

Qualifications

• Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science (or equivalent experience)
• Excellent troubleshooting skills
• Able to independently learn and apply no-code/low-code solutions
• Must have experience with:
  o Scripting languages (Powershell, javascript, etc.)
  o Building web pages using HTML and CSS
  o Building workflows and automation
  o Transferring data between systems through ETL or other process
  o Using source control systems (Github or similar) for version control
• Prior experience performing the following are recommended:
  o One or more no-code/low-code automation tools like Zapier, Integromat, or Parabola
  o Integration using APIs
  o Capturing and parsing webhook data
  o Creating HTTP endpoints
• Prior experience with the following platforms or systems are a plus:
  o Atlassian (Jira/Confluence)
  o Azure Cloud
  o Salesforce
  o Hubspot
  o Higher Logic
  o Webflow
  o Swoogo
  o Stripe
  o Authorize.Net
  o Tableau
  o Slack

TO APPLY: Candidates who share our passion for excellence are encouraged to send their resume and a cover letter (including salary requirements) to careers@enrollment.org. Please reference BEIE2021 in the subject line. No phone calls, please.